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Wild Colombia
Product Manager, Brian Wood extols the virtues of the abundant birdlife which can be 
enjoyed on our new holiday in Colombia 

Colombia holds the enviable record for the most bird 
species of any country in the world – currently a staggering 
1920 species, although this continues to rise! Of these, 
around 90 species are endemic to the country and many 
more share only a slither of their respective ranges with 
Colombia’s neighbouring countries. 

On this unique trip we target many of the country’s most 
sought-after species, including such gems as multicoloured, 
black-and-gold, golden-hooded (pictured right) and 
gold-ringed tanagers, Bogota rail, Cauca guan, red-ruffed 
fruitcrow and yellow-eared parrot! In doing so we also visit 
some of Colombia’s most scenic locations, from the starkly 
beautiful high Andean paramo, which holds such special 
species as the incredible buffy helmetcrest (pictured below) 
and rainbow-bearded thornbill, to lush moss-festooned 
Andean cloud forests that play host to exciting mixed 
species flocks and iconic birds such as white-tipped quetzal, 
black-billed mountain toucan and black solitaire. 

Other highlights include a visit to one of South America’s 
most active cock-of-the-rock leks, where it’s possible to 
encounter over 20 raucous males displaying at near point-
blank range. We also enjoy a visit to Rio Blanco Reserve, 
where we can see as many as five species of antpitta in a 
single morning! Hummingbird lovers will be in heaven – we 
are likely to see over 50 species during the trip, with time 
spent at some of the most active feeders in the country, 
which gives us fantastic photographic opportunities! 

Our tour concludes in one of the most exciting birding 
locations on the planet – the Sierra de Santa Marta - an 
isolated mountain range that has created the perfect 
conditions for new species to evolve, such as Santa Marta 
mountain tanager, Santa Marta parakeet, Santa Marta 
brush-finch, Santa Marta woodstar and Santa Marta antpitta 
- all of which we expect to see! 

If you wish to extend your stay in Colombia, we can offer 
various extensions. One that fits very nicely at the end of the 
tour is to add a few nights on an idyllic Caribbean beach, 
which can be used as a base to enjoy birding in the area’s 
coastal wetlands and dry forests, holding an impressive suite 
of birds – many of them restricted to the region. This is also 
an excellent location to see one of Colombia’s most iconic 
mammals – the fabulous and endemic cotton-top tamarin, 
which is relatively easy to see here. 

Other extension options include exploring the Magdalena 
Valley - another region well known for its unique and 
dazzling avian delights. Or, to enjoy some of Colombia’s 
rich culture, you could stay in the historic coastal city of 
Cartagena, which lies just a few hours along the coast. 
The opportunities are many, and our team of experts will 
be happy to help you make the most of your time in this 
remarkable country!  
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  Colombia's Birding Highlights COLOMBIA
Fri 9 Nov 2018  16 days
This unique two-week trip visits many key locations to discover 
the country’s most sought-after bird species, including gems like 
multicoloured, black-and-gold, golden-hooded and gold-ringed 
tanagers, Bogota rail, Cauca guan, red-ruffed fruitcrow and 
yellow-eared parrot.
£4,575 per person | Single Supp £580
Leader Jose Castaño Group Size 10

NEW

Keep up-to-date 
We send out our enewsletter on a regular 
basis, but don’t worry we won’t bombard 
you!  These issues keep you abreast of our  
events, new trips, special offers and late  
availability.

If you haven’t yet signed up to receive  
them, email sales@thetravellingnaturalist.com 
and we’ll make sure you don’t miss out, or you can  
subscribe online at:

www.thetravellingnaturalist.com

Holiday Reviews
We are always thrilled to hear feedback from your birding and 
wildlife experiences – here is some we received recently…

“Demoiselle cranes were spectacular. Other highlights were 
Radde's accentor, imperial eagle, lammergeier, and the bee-eaters 
everywhere. John was an excellent leader, with great birding skills, 
and very broad knowledge of other wildlife. His easy manner helped 
to put everyone at ease and the group to gel.“ 
Mr P – Cranes, Raptors & Culture, Armenia 

“Varied itinerary which we enjoyed. Excellent location. John 
Muddeman was exceptionally good at finding and identifying 
the birds patiently pointing out their location and persisting until 
we had seen them. He found places well off the beaten track that 
wouldn't have been found without his local knowledge and fluent 
Spanish.“ 
Ms T - Secret Wilderness of Extremadura, Spain

Welcome to our latest newsletter.
We start with a warm welcome to Dan Free who joins us to head 
up the team. With a background in zoology and conservation, 
Dan is a keen ornithologist who brings a wealth of experience in 
planning and managing wildlife travel. 

In this edition we include special features on Colombia, Canada, 
India, the Netherlands and Scotland, giving you a taste of the 
atmosphere on our trips to these countries.

As usual we continue to expand our offering with an array of 
exciting new trips revealed here for the first time. With new 
destinations such as China and Georgia, plus new itineraries to 
existing destinations such as Trinidad, South Africa, and much 
closer to home in Scotland, we are always extending your choice 
of nature holidays. 

Such developments inevitably mean bringing on board new 
leaders, and we are delighted to introduce Lee Morgan and 
Lindsay Janes who will be leading our new trip to the Canadian 
Rockies, as well as Ed Drewitt who will escort our exciting new 
tour to Trinidad. 

And if you haven’t already signed up to receive invitations to our 
series of Discover Wildlife events around the country, contact us 
and we’ll make sure you don’t miss out!

We hope you enjoy our newsletter and look forward to 
welcoming you on your next holiday.

The Travelling Naturalist Team
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Wildlife of the Canadian 
Rockies

Tour leaders Lee Morgan and Lindsay Janes introduce our new holiday 
to experience the magnificent Canadian Rockies… 

Images by Lee Morgan and Lindsay Janes
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There are many things that make the Canadian Rockies a 
wonderful place to visit: spectacular glacial lakes, dramatic 
mountain peaks, thundering waterfalls, deep canyons 
and, of course, the fantastic diversity of wildlife. But it’s the 
remarkable combination of these highlights that give the 
Canadian Rockies their international acclaim and justify their 
designation as a UNESCO World Heritage site.

Numerous tours claim to visit the Rockies, but it’s all too easy 
to spread your time too thinly and find yourself enduring an 
arduous road or rail trip, checking off a list of place names 
with fleeting stops at busy tourist traps. Equally, you can 
find yourself on an ordeal of forced-marches that attempt to 
complete every hiking trail in the Rockies in as little time as 
possible. For the keen naturalist, such tours can be a source 
of frustration, as they offer tantalising glimpses of wonderful 
habitats and scenery, but fail to provide the quality time 
needed to experience and enjoy the natural history and 
wildlife that make the Rockies so special.

For this reason, we have tailored a tour specifically to the 
needs of a travelling naturalist. Using our local knowledge 
and expertise, we have created a tour that balances visiting 
a variety of areas, with sufficient time to explore some of 
the best wildlife hotspots. We have worked hard to find 
comfortable accommodation in the most beautiful areas, 
away from the crowds, in an effort to provide the finest 
opportunities to experience the wilderness and hopefully 
enjoy some unique wildlife encounters.

On this two-week trip we spend all our time in the heart 
of these beautiful mountains, exploring at least three of 
the main national parks (Banff, Jasper and Yoho) as well as 

numerous lesser known provincial parks. We visit a variety 
of montane, sub-alpine and alpine habitats, walking in 
montane meadows, adorned with colourful wildflowers 
such as pasque flowers, anemones, pretty shooting star, 
wood lily, and locoweeds in search of herds of elk and flocks 
of bighorn sheep browsing amidst the stands of aspens. 

We explore dense boreal forests where calypso, coralroot 
and lady’s slipper orchids bask in patches of light on the 
forest floor, in search of forest birds such as black-backed 
and three-toed woodpecker, white-winged crossbill, boreal 
and mountain chickadee, and Townsend’s solitaire, plus 
mammals such as porcupine, American marten, red squirrel 
and least chipmunk. We visit crystal-clear mountain lakes 
that teem with bull trout, as we search for nesting grebes, 
Barrow’s goldeneye, osprey and great northern diver, and 
scan lush riparian marshes that ring with the songs of 
Wilson’s snipe and boreal toads in search of moose and 
beaver. 

We follow turquoise glacial rivers in search of harlequin duck 
and American dipper, and cross high passes in the company 
of curious grey jays, Clark’s nutcrackers and ravens, where 
we scan the sheer cliffs and avalanche tracks for grizzly bear 
and mountain goat, golden eagle and prairie falcon. We 
picnic amidst rock piles in the company of curious American 
pika, hoary marmot and golden-mantled ground squirrel, 
and look for freshly emerged butterflies as they flit between 
colourful patches of shrubby penstemon, alpine smelowskia, 
mountain forget-me-not and yellow mountain avens. 

In short, we will take the time to immerse ourselves fully in 
the natural splendour of the Rockies!

CANADA
  Wildlife of the Canadian Rockies
Sun 16 Jun 2019 14 days
£6,495 per person  
Single Supp on request
Leaders  
Lee Morgan &  
Lindsay Janes

Group Size  
12

NEW
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Tiger Country
The Travelling Naturalist manager Dan Free enjoys an unforgettable  
evening encounter with a tiger...
Although Africa is 

the obvious choice for any naturalist 
travelling in pursuit of a big cat fix, for 
me few wildlife experiences compare 
to the tension and drama of a safari in 
one of India’s tiger reserves. 

As the warming November sun 
sinks slowly to the horizon, casting 
ever-lengthening shadows on the 
forest floor, the mood in the jungle 
changes. Spotted deer (chital), that 
were relaxed and grazing contently in 
the open only minutes earlier, take on 
a more rigid, alert appearance, their 
senses heightened with the increased 
vulnerability that comes with nightfall. 
Overhead a troop of langurs settles 
down for the night, huddling together 
for warmth as the sun relinquishes its 
hold on the land, surrendering to the 
chill of night. From their lofty position 
they have an excellent view of the 
forest and are a welcome friend for the 

chital, as they warn of any impending 
danger. But for now, they are quiet and 
all is well.

Parked not fifty yards from the herd, 
our eyes trained on the surrounding 
vegetation, we wait patiently, our 
guide unwavering in his belief that 
there is a tiger nearby. The silence is 
deafening and the tension unbearable. 

From out of nowhere a throaty bleat of 
a sound fills the air - not the high yap 
of a chital, but the alarm of a sambar 
deer, hidden from view in the depths 
of the forest. The call is unrelenting. 
Chital and langur alike take up their 
own alarm calls. And with good 
reason…

On the far side of the glade, 
unperturbed by the cacophony, a 
representative of what is surely the 
most stunning cat species on earth 
emerges from the undergrowth 

and pads slowly towards us. Moving 
effortlessly through the grass it 
radiates both power and grace in equal 
measure, and I find myself spellbound. 
The young male, tail held aloft, is 
simply out marking his territory, and 
on this occasion poses no threat to 
the watching chital, passing only a 
few metres from our vehicle before 
disappearing from view.

This is not the first time that I have 
seen a tiger and - with luck - it will not 
be the last, but the experience is every 
bit as intoxicating as the first, and one 
that keeps me coming back for more.

INDIA
Birds & Big Cats
Sat 10 Nov 18 15 days
£2,995 per person | Single Supp £645
Leader  
Varun Narain Mathur

Group Size  
12
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Summertime, and the birdin’ 
is easy...

Tour leader Martijn Bot writes from the Netherlands...

August is wader 
time, and the northern coast of the 
Netherlands is one of the European 
hotspots to see not only quality, but 
also a mind-blowing quantity of 
waders. This world heritage site hosts 
one of Europe’s most stunning and 
spectacular bird gatherings and is 
becoming increasingly popular with 
both Dutch and foreign birders. 

This short birding break visits all the 
best-known and promising locations 
along the border of the beautiful 
Wadden Sea and around Lauwersmeer 
National Park, as well as some inland 
freshwater lakes. Literally hundreds 
of thousands of birds (dunlin, knot, 
curlew sandpiper, avocet, little stint 
and ringed plover) gather at the 
famous high-tide roosts of Westhoek 
and Zwarte Haan, whilst in Holwerd 
we are able to enjoy bar-tailed godwit, 
grey plover and greenshank at 
distances of less than five metres!

In Breebaartpolder we view spoonbill 

and curlew sandpiper from a hide on 
the shoreline (and also visit breeding 
Montagu’s harriers), while an afternoon 
at Ezumakeeg in the Lauwersmeer 
area is unforgettable because of 
the stunning light conditions, the 
impressive variety of waders in 
different plumage, and the excellent 
chance of seeing scarce or rare species 
such as red-necked phalarope, and 
pectoral, marsh or broad-billed 
sandpipers (all of which are sighted 
annually here).

In Zuidlaardermeer we will most 
probably see waders like black-winged 
stilt, Temminck’s stint, ruff, green 
sandpiper and spotted redshank, but 
also breeding whiskered and black 
terns, garganey, great white egret, 
black-necked grebes and – with any 
luck – white-tailed eagles and honey 
buzzard, both of which breed in the 
area. Even on our way back to the 
airport we pay a visit to the famed 
Oostvaardersplassen Reserve, which 

is home to huge numbers of reed and 
marshland birds such as great bittern, 
kingfisher, white-tailed eagle, bearded 
tits and water rail.

Like all short birding breaks in the 
Netherlands, this all-inclusive trip 
involves “easy birding”. We won’t chase 
particular species or dash around 
madly, but take time to enjoy what we 
see, soaking up the lovely landscape 
of this unique part of the Netherlands. 
We stay at a small, comfortable local 
hotel and eat at local restaurants. 
With the latest sightings to hand, we 
will employ a flexible approach to the 
program – but always with the aim of 
providing an unforgettable birding 
experience! 

NETHERLANDS
Waders in Friesland
Thu 16 Aug 2018 5 days
£945 per person | Single Supp £195
Leader  
Martijn Bot

Group Size  
7
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The North West region 
of the Scottish Highlands is one of the 
wildest landscapes the UK has to offer, 
where dramatic mountains meet the 
full force of the Atlantic Ocean. It is 
the Scotland we dream of: big skies, 
stunning mountains and crystal clear 
seas, demonstrating that you don’t 
have to travel far in search of magical 
experiences. This land abounds with 
wildlife and tales of a turbulent history, 
from the beginning of the clans to the 
Highland Clearances in the 18th and 
19th centuries. 

From our pick-up point on the fertile 
east coast we head west, spending 
six days travelling through a mosaic 
of habitats of both land and sea. 
The mountains of the west rise in 
spectacular fashion straight up from 
sea level. We pass under iconic hills 
such as Stac Polliadh, Suilven, Beinn 
Eighe and Liathach, witnessing 
some of the UK’s most dramatic and 
interesting examples of geology - and 
some of the oldest on Earth. These are 
home to both golden and white-tailed 
eagle which cruise the skies above, as 

well as the smallest of the falcons, the 
diminutive merlin, a master of speed 
and agility.

Early on we explore a remote island 
in the far north-west that is home to 
cities of seabirds including puffins 
and other auks, fulmars, kittiwakes 
and skuas. We visit stunning beaches 
and rugged coastlines where we have 
a chance of seeing the elusive otter, 
marine mammals and an abundance of 
birds including black and red-throated 
divers. 

We also enjoy an epic journey over the 
Bealach na Bà (the Pass of the Cattle) 
on the Applecross Peninsula, which 
boasts the steepest ascent of any road 
in the UK and can, on a clear day, offer 
spectacular views across to Skye and 
the islands of the Outer Hebrides.  
Here, as on every other day, we 
discover the complex relationship 
people have had with the land,  
which includes the construction of 
this historic drovers’ road and the 
often turbulent history of these 
challenging landscapes.

We finish the week deep in a Highland 
glen, once again witnessing more 
changes to the land brought about 
by humans, but in search of red deer 
and some of our migratory summer 
birds including cuckoos, whinchat and 
wheatear, with yet another chance 
to try and observe a majestic golden 
eagle.

Throughout the trip we are treated 
to the delicious local food that the 
area has to offer, both from land 
and sea, as we relax in comfortable 
accommodation with stunning 
views. including three nights at the 
beautifully located Eddrachilles Hotel.

Eddrachilles Hotel

SCOTLAND
  Splendours of Wester Ross
Mon 9 Jul 18 6 days
£1,095 (land only) per person 
Single Supp £215
Leader  
Louise Hughes

Group Size  
7

NEW

Scotland - The Splendours of 
Wester Ross

Travelling Naturalist tour leader Louise Hughes talks us through the 
highlights of a new summer tour to the Scottish Highlands.
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Top Picks for 2018!
With a range of over 100 birdwatching and wildlife tours in our collection here we select our 
favourites for 2018.

MEXICO
Great Whales of Mexico’s Pacific Coast 
Sat 7 Apr 2018 10 days
A spectacular voyage along Baja 
California’s Pacific Coast, timed to 
coincide with peak cetacean sightings 
and the chance to enjoy eye-to-eye 
encounters with grey whales.
£5,245 per person | Single On request
Leader Chris Breen Group Size 24

PORTUGAL
Alentejo & Algarve in Spring & Autumn 
Sat 7 Apr & Sun 23 Sep 2018 8 days
With a fantastic diversity of habitats, the 
Alentejo and Algarve regions of Portugal 
offer some of the finest bird watching 
in Europe, alongside a rich history and 
some delicious food and wine.
£1,625 per person | Single Supp £355
Leader Frank McClintock Group Size 8

UK
Lancashire Long Weekend 
Fri 20 Apr & Fri 26 Oct 2018 4 days
Join Barrie Cooper in his home county 
of Lancashire to witness the marvellous 
spring migration of waders to northern 
latitudes or view thousands of wintering 
pink-footed geese.
£695 per person | Single Supp £155
Leader Barrie Cooper Group Size 8

MADEIRA
Birds & Whales of Madeira
Thu 10 May 2018 5 days
With its mosaic of habitats, geological 
formations, unique flora and rich ocean 
life, the island of Madeira is a haven for 
birds and whale-watching. 
£895 per person | Single Supp £90
Leader Catarina Group Size 12
Correia-Fagundes & Hugo Romano

BORNEO
Birds & Primates of Borneo 
Sun 3 Jun 2018 14 days
A comprehensive tour of the regions 
most iconic birds and mammals 
alongside a fascinating variety of 
amphibians, reptiles and invertebrates. 
£5,535 per person | Single On request
Leader  
Napolean Bin Dimus

Group Size 10

NAMIBIA
Skeleton Coast & Etosha
Wed 17 Oct 2018 15 days
Renowned for its towering dunes and 
unforgiving coastline, Namibia has 
wonderful wildlife hotspots offering the 
chance to see an incredible range of 
mammals and birds.
£5,995 per person | Single Supp £425
Leader Geoff Crane Group Size 12

SOUTH AFRICA
Spring Flowers - Cape to the Kalahari 
Sat 4 Aug 2018 17 days
Savour the spectacular sight of the 
wildflower blooms in Namaqualand, 
black-maned lions in the Kalahari and 
birdwatching opportunities galore in 
Augrabies Falls National Park. 
£5,245 per person | Single Supp £420
Leader Darrin Baxter Group Size 8

SPAIN
Iberian Lynx Quest
Sat 20 Oct 2018 8 days
Explore some of the most scenic and 
wild corners of Andalucia in Spain, home 
to the world’s rarest cat, the beautiful 
Iberian lynx. 
£1,495 per person | Single Supp £150
Leader  
Sergio González Asián

Group Size 10

For 2019 departures please visit our website or contact us.

HUNGARY
Steppe & Forests in Autumn 
6 Oct 2018 8 days
The varied habitats of Hungary provide 
superb spring time birdwatching, whilst 
autumn comes alive with the spectacle 
of up to 60,000 migrating cranes. 
£1,245 per person | Single Supp £150
Leader Gàbor Sĭmay Group Size 14
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Islay & Jura in Autumn 
✓ Enjoy the magnificent spectacle of 50,000 wintering geese
✓	Stunning landscapes and fascinating history
✓	Diverse range of raptors, waders and waterfowl

Most famous for its malt whisky, Islay is also rich in cultural history 
and has an abundant birdlife. The 200 kms of coastline offers many 
wonderful opportunities to observe a variety of species including 
red-billed chough, twite and waders aplenty, alongside of a variety 
of waterfowl including scaup, teal, shoveler, pintail and many more. 
However, it is the farmland that causes this island to be a mecca 
for thousands of wintering thrushes and geese that descend on 
the island's fields and estuaries, with both golden and white-tailed 
eagles taking advantage of the bounty. Other raptors include hen 
harrier, merlin and buzzard, and there is an excellent chance of 
short-eared owl. 

With the island of Jura only a stone's throw away, we spend a full 
day exploring its rugged landscape dominated by ‘The Paps’. Here, 
the red deer outnumber people by 20:1 and the rocky coastline is a 
stronghold for otters.

OUTLINE ITINERARY 
Day 1 Glasgow 
Day 2  Drive to Kennacraig & ferry to Islay 
Day 3 Explore the Oa in the south 
Day 4 Loch Gruinart & Gruinart Falls 
Day 5 Visit to neighbouring Jura 
Day 6 Explore The Rhinns & the west 
Day 7 Ferry to Kennacraig & drive to Glasgow

DEPARTURES Sun 28 October - Sat 3rd November 2018
ACCOMMODATION Comfortable mid-range hotel
PRICE FROM £1,295 (land only)
SINGLE SUPP  £200
PRICE INCLUDES Transfers, accommodation on half board 

basis & guided activities
GROUP SIZE 7
LEADER Louise Hughes
TOUR CODE  UK20

Scotland

Romania’s Wildlife Highlights
✓ Watch European brown bears in the Carpathian Mountains
✓ Witness the huge diversity of birds in the Danube Delta
✓ See a range of wildlife from golden jackal to Dalmatian pelican

Our extensive itinerary shows the very best wildlife that Romania 
has to offer. We begin in the Carpathian Mountains in search of the 
country’s largest predator, the European brown bear. It is thought 
that these mountains are home to almost 6,000 brown bears, and 
our best chance to see these magnificent creatures is from hides in 
the late afternoon and early evening. 

The Carpathians are also home to a brilliant array of birds that 
include wallcreeper, various species of woodpecker, firecrest, 
nutcracker and golden eagle, and the chance to see Ural owl.  
We continue to Romania’s other premier wildlife destination - the 
Danube Delta. Europe’s second largest river delta forms where the 
Danube flows into the Black Sea and is arguably the best-preserved 
delta on the entire continent. 

We explore the Danube Delta by boat and on foot to enjoy its 
fantastic variety of wildlife, with mammals such as golden jackal 
and otter, and more than 300 species of bird that include white-
tailed eagle, Eurasian spoonbill and red-footed falcon. 

OUTLINE ITINERARY 
Day 1 Fly to Bucharest & drive to the Carpathian Mountains 
Days 2-3 Explore the Carpathians & bear-watching
Day 4 Transfer to Tulcea in the Danube Delta
Days 5-6 Excursions in the Danube Delta by boat & on foot 
Day 7 Morning excursion in the Danube Delta, then return  

to Tulcea
Day 8 Transfer to Bucharest & fly to the UK 

Romania

DEPARTURES Sun 5 - Sun 9 June 2019 
ACCOMMODATION Simple and comfortable guesthouses
PRICE FROM £1,475
SINGLE SUPP  £200 
PRICE INCLUDES Flights, transfers, accommodation, all 

meals & guided activities
GROUP SIZE 7
LEADER Mihai David
TOUR CODE  ROMA3  

NEW

 

NEW
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DEPARTURES Thursday 21 - Friday 29 June 2018
ACCOMMODATION Small, good quality hotels
PRICE FROM £1,195
SINGLE SUPP  £95 
PRICE INCLUDES Flights, transfers, accommodation, all 

meals & guided activities
GROUP SIZE 8
LEADER Dr. Stoyan Beshkov  

& Assen Ignatov
TOUR CODE  BULG3

Butterflies & Birds of Bulgaria 
✓ Enjoy superb opportunities to see rare and endemic butterflies
✓ Explore the Eastern Rhodopes - excellent for large birds of prey
✓ Visit flowering meadows, pine forests & dramatic gorges

Bulgaria’s location on the Balkan peninsula gives rise to two distinct 
climatic zones and, as a consequence, the country’s butterfly fauna 
is some of the richest within Europe. This includes rarities and 
endemics such as Frivaldsky’s white-banded grayling and Higgin’s 
anomalous blue. Many species that exist naturally here have stable 
native populations - such as the Apollo, which has seen an abrupt 
decline in other areas of continental Europe.

As well as the fabulous wealth of butterfly species, during our 
stays in south-western and south-eastern Bulgaria, we also have a 
fantastic opportunity to see some of Europe’s largest birds of prey. 
A visit to the Eastern Rhodope Mountains, one of the best locations 
in Europe to witness large birds of prey, will hopefully reward us 
with sightings of golden, booted, lesser spotted and short-toed 
eagles, along with long-legged buzzard and many other species of 
smaller and larger birds.

OUTLINE ITINERARY 
Day 1 Fly to Sofia & transfer to Melnik   
Days 2-3 Butterfly & birding excursions around Melnik 
Days 4-5 Western Rhodope Mountains 
Days 6-8 Eastern Rhodope Mountains   
Day 9 Transfer to Sofia & fly to the UK

DEPARTURES Sat 22 - Thu 27 September 2018 
ACCOMMODATION Comfortable hotel
PRICE FROM £2,195
SINGLE SUPP  £180
PRICE INCLUDES Flights, transfers, accommodation, all 

meals & guided activities
GROUP SIZE 8
LEADER Thomas Nyberg
TOUR CODE  SWED5

Autumn Migration in Sweden
✓ Witness Scania’s autumn migration
✓ Visit raptor migration watchpoints on the Falsterbo Peninsula 
✓ A single centre holiday in close proximity to the key sites

Our autumn visit to Sweden takes us to the country’s 
southernmost province of Scania, and northern Europe’s most 
renowned migration point, the Falsterbo peninsula. Staying in 
a comfortable hotel in the delightful village of Vellinge, only a 
short drive from the key migration sites, we are able to enjoy 
some fabulous birding at a delightfully leisurely pace.

Working to a flexible programme that allows us to take 
advantage of the best conditions for migration, during periods 
of fair weather we will likely split our time between the peninsula 
and the heathlands of Nabben, where the autumn migration has 
been monitored for the past 50 years. Key raptor species that 
we can hope to see passing through include honey, common 
and rough-legged buzzard, red and black kite, pallid harrier, 
goshawk, hobby, peregrine and white-tailed eagle. Depending 
on our luck with the raptor migration, we will also aim to visit 
Österlen, in the eastern part of Scania, where it is possible to 
witness seabirds migrating, with large numbers of waterfowl, 
skuas, terns and gulls passing through.

OUTLINE ITINERARY 
Day 1 Fly to Copenhagen & transfer to Vellinge 
Days 2-5 Exploring Scania & Falsterbo  
Day 6  Flight to UK 

Bulgaria Sweden

  

NEWNEW
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Georgia’s Raptor Migration
✓ Batumi – one of the best places in the world to see raptor migration
✓ Watch many thousands of raptors from specialist watchpoints
✓ Enjoy Georgia's fantastic food and hospitality

This exciting new holiday focuses on the spectacular raptor 
migration of Batumi, in south-west Georgia, where up to a 
million raptors pass through every autumn. Sandwiched 
between the vast expanse of the Black Sea to the west and 
the imposing Lesser Caucasus Mountains to the east, Batumi 
sits on a migratory bottleneck where it is possible to see many 
thousands of raptors in a single day.

Steppe and honey buzzards, greater and lesser spotted 
eagles, black kite, imperial eagle, red-footed falcon and Levant 
sparrowhawk all pass through during the migration and we 
watch this extraordinary natural phenomenon from purpose-
built watchpoints at key locations on the migration pathway. 
Elsewhere we enjoy some excellent birdwatching in the natural 
areas close to Batumi, where a wide variety of both migratory 
and resident species can be seen. 

OUTLINE ITINERARY 
Day 1 Fly overnight to Batumi 
Day 2 Arrive Batumi & afternoon at Sakhalvasho Raptor 

Watchpoint
Day 3 Chorokhi Delta & Sakhalvasho Raptor Watchpoint
Day 4 Full day at Shuamta Raptor Watchpoint
Day 5 Birding in the Kolkheti Wetlands
Day 6 Mtirala National Park
Day 7  Black Sea Coast & Raptor Watchpoint 
Day 8 Flight to UK

DEPARTURES Saturday 22 - Saturday 29 September 2018
ACCOMMODATION Small hotel & family-run guesthouse
PRICE FROM £2,295
SINGLE SUPP  £320
PRICE INCLUDES Flights, transfers, accommodation, all 

meals & guided activities
GROUP SIZE 12
LEADER Aslan Bolkvadze
TOUR CODE  GEOR1

Georgia

Easy birding in Trinidad 
✓ A relaxing nine-day birdwatching holiday based at the world 

renowned Asa Wright Centre
✓ Enjoy a tantalising array of neotropical bird species
✓ A flexible tour with the option to enjoy the birds at your own pace

Located on the beautiful island of Trinidad, amid a private reserve 
of 1,500 acres, the delightful Asa Wright Centre provides the 
perfect base for this relaxing nine-day birdwatching holiday 
in the Caribbean. Established in 1967, the centre offers visitors 
the opportunity to see and photograph an incredible variety of 
neotropical species, from tanagers and honeycreepers to manakins 
and toucans, many of which are drawn to the feeders that can be 
viewed from the comfort of a beautiful veranda with a cold rum 
punch in hand!

Leisurely day trips offer the chance to experience a different range 
of habitats and species, with the option of an evening excursion in 
search of nesting leatherback turtles.

OUTLINE ITINERARY 
Day 1 Fly to Trinidad & transfer to Asa Wright Centre
Day 2 Birdwatching around centre 
Day 3 Waterloo and Caroni Swamp 
Day 4 Birdwatching around centre & evening turtle watching 

excursion
Day 5 Morning at leisure & afternoon visit to Wallerfield 
Day 6 Blanchisseuse Road / Brasso Seco excursion
Day 7  Dunston Caves    
Day 8  Morning at leisure, afternoon transfer to airport
Day 9 Arrive UK

Trinidad

DEPARTURES Sunday 7 - Monday 15 April 2019
ACCOMMODATION Simple but comfortable chalets
PRICE FROM £3,095
SINGLE SUPP  £395 
PRICE INCLUDES Flights, transfers, accommodation, all 

meals & guided activities
GROUP SIZE 12
LEADER Ed Drewitt
TOUR CODE  TRIN3

NEWNEW
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DEPARTURES Monday 1 - Tuesday 16 October 2018 
Monday 2 - Tuesday 17 September 2019

ACCOMMODATION A mix of characterful hotels, lodges & 
national park resthouses

PRICE FROM £4,395
SINGLE SUPP  £340 
PRICE INCLUDES Flights, transfers, accommodation, all 

meals & guided activities
GROUP SIZE 8
LEADER Geoff Crane
TOUR CODE  SOUT9

Natural Highlights of South Africa
✓ Enjoy the indigenous flora of the Cape Peninsula & Garden Route
✓ Discover Kruger's iconic mammals & birds
✓ Observe a variety of African birdlife in a wide range of habitats 

This comprehensive safari through South Africa combines three 
of South Africa’s most iconic areas, the Cape Peninsula, the 
Garden Route and Kruger National Park. 

Visiting formal botanical gardens and nature reserves of the 
Cape we have the opportunity to experience the unique flora 
of the fynbos and its endemic bird species, before continuing 
on to the Garden Route, taking in the stunning scenery of the 
Swartberg Plateau and a mosaic of evergreen forests, inland 
lakes, sweeping beaches and estuarine mudflats.

Next we explore the Blyde River Canyon and the escarpment of 
the Drakensberg Mountains before concluding our visit with a 
five-night stay in Kruger National Park, home to over 500 species 
of birds and nearly 150 mammal species, including the iconic 
safari species of lion, elephant, buffalo, leopard and white rhino.

OUTLINE ITINERARY 
Day 1 Fly overnight to Cape Town
Days 2-4 Cape Peninsula
Day 5 Harold Porter National Botanical Gardens & Hermanus
Day 6 Little Karoo
Days 7-8 The Garden Route
Day 9 Mpumalanga
Days 10-14 Kruger National Park
Day 15 Overnight flight arriving Day 16

 Sichuan’s Sensational Wildlife
✓ Red panda, Chinese goral and golden takin in Labahe Nature Reserve
✓ Temminck’s tragopan, golden pheasant and firethroat in Wolong
✓ Pallas's cat, Chinese mountain cat and Tibetan wolf in Ruoergai

Focusing on China’s Sichuan Province this exciting new 16-day  
tour goes in search of some of Asia’s most iconic mammal 
and bird species. Visiting the key wildlife locations of Labahe, 
Ruoergai and Tangjiahe we can hope to see a tantalising array 
of mammals including red panda, golden takin, Chinese serow, 
Pallas’s cat, Tibetan wolf, Tibetan fox, golden snub-nosed monkey 
and much more. Home to more than half of China’s endemic 
bird species, far exceeding any other province, we can hope to 
encounter such avian delights as Temminck’s tragopan, Lady 
Amherst’s pheasant and firethroat. In addition to its sensational 
wildlife, Sichuan’s unbeatable scenery and unique culture all help 
to make this trip an unforgettable experience.      

OUTLINE ITINERARY 
Day 1  Fly overnight to Chengdu  
Day 2 Arrive Chengdu & drive to Labahe Nature Reserve
Day 3-4 Explore Labahe Nature Reserve   
Day 5-6 Wolong & the Balangshan Mountains 
Day 7 Hongyuan
Day 8 Ruoergai & afternoon birding 
Day 9-10 Explore Ruoergai & Zoige Wetland  
Day 11 Drive to Tangjiahe    
Day 12-14 Explore Tangjiahe Nature Reserve  
Day 15 Return to Chengdu
Day 16 Flight to UK

South Africa China

   

NEWNEW

DEPARTURES Sat 20 October - Sun 4 November 2018 
Sat 13 - Sun 28 April 2019 

ACCOMMODATION Comfortable, basic to mid-range hotels
PRICE FROM £4,625
SINGLE SUPP  £420
PRICE INCLUDES Flights, transfers, accommodation, all 

meals & guided activities
GROUP SIZE 10
LEADER Barrie Cooper & local leader 
TOUR CODE  CHIN1  
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March 2018
Finland, Norway Northern Lights & Lapland Birds   Sun 25 

April 2018
Portugal Alentejo & Algarve in Spring Sat 7 

Slovakia Spring Birding in Slovakia Tue 10 

England Lancashire Long Weekend in Spring  Fri 20 

May 2018
Scotland Orkney’s Wildlife & Prehistory   Thu 3 

Slovenia Brown Bear Photography    Fri 4 

Romania Focus on the Danube Delta    Sat 5 

Spain Pyrenees & Plains  Sat 5 

Tanzania Birding the Serengeti & Beyond   Sun 6 

England Dorset’s Coastal Migrants  Mon 7 

Slovenia Brown Bear Photography    Wed 9

Madeira Birds & Whales of Madeira   Thu 10

Hungary Steppe & Forests in Spring Sat 12

France Spring Birds, Orchids & Prehistory in 
Wild Dordogne    Sat 12

England Dorset's Spring Treasures    Fri 18

England Isles of Scilly in Spring Sat 19

Ireland The Burren & Aran Islands  Wed 30

June 2018
Borneo Borneo's Birds and Primates  Sun 3

Romania Birds & Bears in Transylvania  Sun 10

France Spring Photography in Vercors        Sun 10

Finland Boreal Predators Photography    Sat 16 

France Butterflies & Dragonflies in  
Wild Dordogne  Sat 16 

Mongolia Birding the Land of Genghis Khan   Sun 17 

Finland Brown Bear Explorer   Sun 17

Bulgaria Butterflies & Birds of Bulgaria 
   NEW    Thu 21

July 2018
Finland Brown Bear Explorer   Sun 8 

Scotland The Splendours of Wester Ross 
   NEW    Mon 9

Hungary Spring Photography of the Steppe & Forests  Thu 12

Iceland Principally Puffins   Fri 13

Poland Butterflies & Moths of Southern Poland   Sat 14

France Flower Photography in the Pyrenees     Sat 14 

Scotland Outer Hebrides in Summer Sat 14 

Canary Islands Birding in the Canaries   Fri 20

Papua New Guinea Birds of Paradise  Wed 25

Finland Brown Bear Explorer    Sun 29

August 2018

South Africa Spring Flowers from the Cape to the 
Kalahari    Sat 4 

Netherlands Waders in Friesland Thu 16

Canada Grand Manan's Birds & Whales    Fri 17

Austria Lake Neusiedl in Summer Sat 18

France Camargue & Pyrenees in Summer  Sat 18

Madagascar Land of the Lemur  Tue 28

Armenia Cranes, Raptors & Culture Tue 28

Australia Top End Birding  Tue 28

September 2018
Spain Pyrenees & Plains Sat 1

Australia Jewels of the Kimberley  Wed 5

Poland Birding in Krakow & the Carpathians  Fri 7

USA North Utah, Grand Teton & Yellowstone  Fri 7

USA Birding in Southern Utah & the Grand Canyon Fri 21

Estonia Autumn Migration in the Baltic  Fri 21

Uganda Uganda's Spectacular Shoebills, Birds 
& Wildlife  Sat 22

Australia Islands, Rivers & Ranges  Sat 22

Spain Secret Wilderness of Extremadura Sat 22

Sweden Autumn Migration in Sweden 
   NEW Sat 22

Georgia Georgia's Raptor Migration 
   NEW Sat 22

Portugal Alentejo & Algarve in Autumn Sun 23

October 2018
South Africa Natural Highlights of South Africa 

   NEW   Oct 1

Bolivia Birding in the Heart of South America  Wed 3

Brazil Jaguars & Raptors of the Pantanal  Thu 4

Hungary Steppe & Forests in Autumn Sat 6 

Germany Brandenburg Crane & Goose Concerto Thu 11

Argentina Birding in Northwest Argentina   Fri 12

Scotland Outer Hebrides in Autumn  Sat 13 

England Dorset’s Coastal Migrants Mon 15

Namibia Skeleton Coast & Etosha  Wed 17

Spain Iberian Lynx Quest  Sat 20

China China - Sichuan's Sensational Wildlife 
   NEW  Sat 20 

England Lancashire Long Weekend in Autumn Fri 26

Scotland Islay & Jura in Autumn 
   NEW  Sun 28

Your Tour Calendar 
The following symbols identify the primary focus of each small group  
tour and help you find your ideal wildlife holiday.

Birds  
  

Flora  
  

Whales & dolphins  
  

Mammals

Dragonflies  
  

Photography  
  

Butterflies & moths
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November 2018
Zambia Birding in South Luangwa  Sat 3 

Scotland Autumn in the Scottish Highlands     Sat 3

Gambia West African Birdwatch  Tue 6 

Argentina Wildlife & Glaciers of Patagonia     Fri 9

Colombia Colombia's Birding Highlights 
   NEW  Fri 9

India Birds & Big Cats  Sat 10 

Taiwan Taiwan Endemics & Winter Migrants    Sat 10 

Iceland Harlequins & Northern Lights in Winter   Thu 15

India Birding & Tigers in Central India  Fri 23

Japan Japan's Spectacular Winter Wildlife  Sat 24

Sri Lanka Blue Whales & Dolphins    Sat 24

Guyana Rainforests, Savannahs & Wetlands   Sat 24 

December 2018
Spain Wallcreepers & Cranes in Aragon Sun 2

Spain Secret Wilderness of Extremadura Sat 22

January 2019
South Africa The Cape & Karoo    Sat 5

New Zealand New Zealand's Southern Wonderland    Sat 19

Guatemala Quetzal Quest in the Land of the Maya  Sat 19 

Spain Iberian Lynx Quest  Sat 26

February 2019
Trinidad & Tobago The Asa Wright Experience  Thu 7

Ethiopia Ethiopian Endemics in Winter   Thu 14

Estonia Steller's Eider Weekend  Fri 15 

Costa Rica Cloudforests, Jungles & Volcanoes   Sat 16

Ghana Quest for the Picathartes  Wed 20

Botswana, Zambia, 
Namibia Endemics & Migrants in Kalahari Waterways  Sat 23

Iceland Winter Orcas & Auroras   Thu 28

Poland Bison, Elk & Birds in Winter  Thu 28

Netherlands What's Good for the Goose Thu 28 

March 2019
Kenya Kenya's Birds & Wildlife   Fri 1

Malaysia Peninsular Birding  Fri 1

France Wallcreepers, Woodpeckers & Kites of 
the Dordogne  Fri 1

Morocco High Atlas, Sahara & Atlantic  Fri 8

South Africa Flora & Fauna of Zululand & the 
Drakensberg   Tue 12

Germany Brandenburg Crane & Goose Concerto  Thu 14

Iceland Harlequins & Northern Lights in Winter   Thu 14

Sri Lanka Birds & Whales of Sri Lanka    Fri 15

Cyprus Birding on Aphrodite's Isle  Tue 19

Finland, Norway Northern Lights & Lapland Birds   Sun 24

Spain Secret Wilderness of Extremadura  Sat 30

Portugal Alentejo & Algarve in Spring Sat 30

April 2019
Spain Bird Photography in Extremadura   Fri 5

Mexico, USA Great Whales of Mexico’s Pacific Coast   Sun 7

Trinidad Easy Birding in Trinidad 
   NEW  Sun 7

Crete Crete’s Spectacular Flowers & Wildlife  Tue 9

Slovakia Spring Birding in Slovakia  Tue 9

Montenegro, Albania The Unknown Adriatic  Sat 13

China Sichuan's Sensational Wildlife 
   NEW  Sat 13

Corsica Mountains in the Med  Wed 17

England Lancashire Long Weekend in Spring   Fri 19

Sweden Scandinavian Spring   Thu 25

Scotland Lewis & Harris - Seabirds & Standing Stones  Thu 25

May 2019
Scotland Orkney’s Wildlife & Prehistory  Thu 2

Romania Focus on the Danube Delta    Sat 4

Spain Pyrenees & Plains Sat 4

Belarus Secret Wildlife Wilderness   Sun 5

Tanzania Birding the Serengeti & Beyond    Sun 5

Poland Primeval Forests & Marshes   Mon 6

England Dorset’s Coastal Migrants  Mon 6

Madeira Birds & Whales of Madeira   Thu 9

Hungary Steppe & Forests in Spring  Sat 11

France Spring Birds & Orchids in Wild Dordogne   Sat 11

England Isles of Scilly in Spring Sat 18

Hungary Spring Photography of the Steppe & Forests  Sun 19

Slovenia Brown Bear Photography    Sun 19

June 2019
Borneo Borneo's Birds and Primates   Sun 2

Romania Romania's Wildlife Highlights    NEW   Sun 2

Canada Wildlife in the Canadian Rockies 
   NEW   Sun 16

Sweden Butterflies & Dragonflies   Mon 24

Chile Chilean Total Solar Eclipse 2019 
   NEW   Thu 27

September 2019
South Africa Natural Highlights of South Africa 

   NEW    Mon 2

To view full details of our comprehensive collection of 
birding and wildlife holidays please go to our website 

www.thetravellingnaturalist.com.
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Jaguars & Raptors of 
the Pantanal
From the planet’s biggest wetland, the fabulous Pantanal to the 
dry Cerrado, we visit some of the best wildlife areas in South 
America, for some of the finest birdwatching in the world, and a 
superb array of mammals, from giant otters to jaguars. Join this 
small group tour for a truly exceptional wildlife experience.

The Travelling Naturalist is part of 
The Natural Travel Collection, a 

small independent travel company 
specialising in sustainable wildlife and 

birdwatching holidays. 

01305 267994
sales@thetravellingnaturalist.com 
www.thetravellingnaturalist.com 

Photographs courtesy of: Robin Smith, Lee Morgan, Lindsay Janes, Eddrachilles Hotel,  
Wim Bovens, Tang Jun, Nick Garbutt. Apologies for any omissions.
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The Travelling Naturalist
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Thu 4 Oct 2018 14 days
£5,295 per person | Single Supp £590
Leader Miguel Castelino Group Size 12

2018 Brochure
Contact us to order  

your copy
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Tailor-Made Wildlife Holidays
Our sister company, Wildlife Worldwide, is an award-winning 
specialist tour operator. Focusing on tailor-made wildlife 
travel experiences for the independent traveller, we offer 
an unparalleled range of opportunities to see the finest 
wildlife in the world. Contact our expert wildlife team to 
help plan your holiday of a lifetime and to order a copy of 
our seasonal brochure. 

www.wildlifeworldwide.com

Good to Go!
Some places remain on the following trips all of which 

 are guaranteed to operate.

Country Tour Name Date Leader Days

Finland, 
Norway

Northern Lights &  
Lapland Birds

25 Mar Barrie Cooper &  
Ari Latja

7

Slovakia Spring Birding in Slovakia 10 Apr István Péntek 5

UK Lancashire Long Weekend 
- Spring

20 Apr Barrie Cooper 4

UK Orkney's Wildlife & 
Prehistory

3 May Ed Hutchings 6

Hungary Steppe & Forests in Spring 12 May Gabor Simay 8

France Spring Birds, Orchids 
& Prehistory in Wild 
Dordogne

12 May David Simpson & 
Corine Oosterlee

8

Poland Butterflies & Moths of 
Southern Poland

14 Jul Andrzej Petryna 9

Colombia Colombia's Birding 
Highlights

9 Nov Jose Castaño 16

India Birds & Big Cats 10 Nov Varun Narain Mathur 15

Chile Total Solar Eclipse 2019 27 Jun 
2019

Barrie Cooper 13

To book your place contact our expert team  
or view our website


